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BAC AUTOMOTIVE WORKSTATIONS
A modular, fully-integrated workplace system for 

the vehicle servicing industry
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BAC INTEGRATED AUTOMOTIVE
WORKPLACE SYSTEMS

B 2.3

BAC Systems combines over 35 years of manufacturing experience with an untiring 
commitment to research and development into innovative warehouse solutions 
designed for the automotive industry. Taken together, this combination of experience 
and a constantly evolving product will provide any customer with an ideal workplace 
design. We draw from a vast experience providing workplace and storage solutions 
layouts for market leaders in the industry including Audi, Porsche, BMW, Jaguar, Land 
Rover, Mercedes, Volkswagen, Lexus, Toyota and many others.

From a simple idea to an entire workplace concept, our engineering team will collaborate 
with you to determine your needs and provide a complimentary 3D modelling of your 
installation, eliminating the guess-work for you. The vast experience of BAC Systems' 
design team allow for the creation of the optimal workspace and spare parts storage 
layouts, furnished with the only product in this industry to win the prestigious Australian 
Design and Australian Gold Design Awards. Wholly Australian owned and manufactured 
in Western Sydney, BAC Systems offers quick turnaround on production of a wide 
range of customisable solutions, detailed further on pages B 2.6 - B 2.11.
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Our Specialised Engineering team does all the planning for you! Individually designed
BAC Automotive modular workstations offer satisfaction in function and style.
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BAC AUTOMOTIVE WORKSTATIONS

The BAC vertical lift door is a new addition to our range of automotive 
workstations, and allows quicker access to the storage space 
located above your workbench. It also makes it easier to open 
and close as the handle is always within reach and valuable 
space on top of the shelf is not lost. Towel and glove dispensers 

can now also be incorporated by BAC Systems, providing  easy 
access to these essential items and making it a breeze to refill.

The welded-in Sink and tap are an 
ideal combination for our wet edge 
benchtop. Our Stainless steel 
benches are available, either with a 
flat top or as a ‘wet edge’ finish 
to avoid accidental 
spills. Both are 
high grade stainless 
that are folded over 
a 40 mm timber core, 
providing a solid and 
durable benchtop that is built and designed 
to last. Also available now is a grit safe, soap 
dispenser combined with our towel dispenser, 
this makes for an excellent workstation setup.

BAC Systems has moved on from traditional fluorescent 
lighting to LED bulbs. These not only reduce energy 

consumption, provide extremely long life-times, but are also 
easier on the eyes. LEDs are also quicker to turn on, don’t get as hot 

and with up to 2000 lumen these are sure to light up your workbench.  Say goodbye to those pesky 
flickering lights for good!

B 2.6

Enhance your BAC Automotive Workstation with some of our optional extras, from a 
purpose built keyboard slide, which is angle adjustable, through to power saving LED 
lighting. All these extras can be fitted to most of our Automotive Workstations, so speak 
to your sales representative about your needs and to discuss our other optional extras 
available.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

We are able to work with 
your preferred hose and 

oil reel supplier, to 
design a solution to 
store reels cleanly and 
neatly within a module. 
We have a number 
of different options 
available, and are 
happy to accommodate 
your specific needs. 
Please refer to pages 

B 2.8 & B 2.9 for further options.

Our large drawers have been specifically designed for waste bins, 
allowing for neat storage in a module to keep your workshop 
looking clean and tidy. Different plastic bins are available so that 
the configuration can be made to suit various needs.

Another new addition 
to the BAC lineup is the Keyboard 
Drawer. Specifically designed to house 
a keyboard and mouse, the drawer’s angle is 
adjustable for ergonomic reasons. The drawer allows 

you to stow away your keyboard and mouse, combined 
with a Perspex covered cutout in the door above it will keep 

your computer screen visible and retain everything clean in an 
otherwise busy and dust prone workshop environment.

By including the BAC powerduct in your workstation 
configuration, GPO and data outlets are a breeze 
to accommodate, providing utilities where they are 
required most, while reducing the clutter, mess and 
tangle of extension cables.
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AUTOMOTIVE WORKSTATIONS

BAC Low Profile Automotive Workstation with 
stainless steel benchtop

BAC High Profile Workstation with integrated 
hose reel storage in a module with doors

BAC Medium Profile Automotive Workstation

BAC Automotive Workstations incorporate the latest innovations in workplace design 
to provide high-quality solutions for total, service technician satisfaction and the 
comprehensive storage management of tools, fluids, hose reels, waste bins, repair 
parts storage and more. Working together with the BAC design team, the incorporation 
of customisable design elements can accommodate electrical equipment, monitors, 
tablets with docking stations and waste oil management systems to create workstations 
suitable for any workplace layout. 

BAC Low Profile Automotive Workstation type AW2430 L

BAC Low Profile Automotive Workstation type AW3590 M
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BAC Low Profile Automotive Workstation type AW3030 H
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BAC Medium Profile Automotive Workstation, 
at an automotive service centre

BAC Medium Profile Workstation, with various 
reels installed overhead

A BAC High Profile Automotive Workstation 
with sink and tap

Workstations are furnished with a stainless steel work surface area of a heavy duty 
design with a 40 mm pressed wood base for optimal shock and noise absorption. 
The benchtops are designed with a wet edge around the rim of the surface, providing 
containment for any spillages that may occur. Sinks are supplied fully welded into 
the work surface. Optional hard wiring for electrical equipment such as computers 
and tablets, is safely supplied through the power duct. Shelves supplied above the 
work surface are fully adjustable with a selection of separators available according to 
individual requirements. 

BAC Low Profile Automotive Workstation type AW3030 L

BAC Medium Profile Automotive Workstation type AW4000 M
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BAC High Profile Automotive Workstation type AW3140 H
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BAC Tool Rack Panel for special tool storage 
housed in a module, available with lockable 
double doors not shown

Traditional high density BAC Drawer 
customised for special tool storage

BAC drawer module for parts storage 

BAC Drawer Storage is the ideal workshop storage 
solution for Automotive Special Tools. BAC Systems 
can customise the storage solution to be an exact fit 
for the special tools required in your workshop. This 
makes it easier to locate the correct tool for the job. 
BAC Special Tool Drawers can be combined with Parts 
Storage Drawers in tall storage modules to minimise the 
required footprint, or can be positioned underneath a 
benchtop to create a dedicated work area. Rather than 
give you a single product our dedicated sales team will 
work together with you to give you a complete solution. 
(ref. BAC Cat. A 1.1 - A 1.28)

SPECIAL TOOLS AND PARTS STORAGE
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A2100-8DD with double doors 
and 2 shelves

A2100-3TP with 3 drawers and Tool 
Rack Panel to hang tools

A2100-0DD with mesh backwall 
and adjustable arms

A2100-0DD with 6 shelves 
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MOBILE WORKBENCHES 

BAC Mobile Workstations can be customised 
to accommodate even the largest of items

BAC Mobile Tool Rack Panels are ideal for 
hanging special tools and odd shaped items

BAC Mobile Workstations are an essential item 
in any Workshop, keeping things clean and tidy

BAC Mobile Workbenches are an ideal addition to any 
Automotive Workshop, a mobile workbench combined 
with modular drawers and cupboards beneath the 
length of the benchtop. Utilising the entire length 
beneath the benchtop, creates a versatile bench that 
can be used for any application such as a mobile strip 
down bench or complementing an already existing 
workstation. BAC Mobile Workbenches, like all our 
products are modular meaning that there are endless 
configurations possible depending on your needs and 
requirements. Selecting from our extensive range of 
cabinets and drawer storage modules, a complete 
solution will always be found. (ref. BAC Cat. M 1.1 - M 1.28)
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AA2020 Mobile Workbench with A840-0DD and A840-5

WB2020 Mobile Workbench with W840-5 and B840-3
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Workstations pages B 2.8 & B 2.9
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BAC Systems Automotive Workstations have quickly become the leader when it comes 
to storage and workstations within the automotive industry. The new Automotive range 
from BAC Systems is now available with lift doors, keyboard drawers, towel and glove 
dispensers as optional add-ons just to name a few. These features along with years of 
experience fitting out workshops and a whole range of new products and concepts, are 
what keep BAC Systems at the forefront of innovation and design in the Automotive 
Workstation industry. Ask for our expert advice in fitting out your workshop or warehouse, 
including free 3D layout design, where one of our experienced sales representatives, 
will visit on site and help you fit out your workshop.

Mobile Workstations page B 2.11

Parts Storage page B 2.10 Special Tool Storage page B 2.10
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